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The old world of information…

Brukernavn
Presentasjonsnotater
Old world of access to knowledge was very much based on having access to the printed word in big libraries full of expensive booksIf you weren’t in a rich country with well funded libraries then you had a limited access to knowledgeBut then things have really changed with  the internet in terms of how people access knowledge. 



The new world of information…

Brukernavn
Presentasjonsnotater
And this is how we research now and how we access information.We expect to be able to access the latest research anytime from anywhere in the world. We expect to have unlimited access to knowledge.And that’s exactly what I’m going to talk to you about.



Open access publishing 

• no subscription barriers
• universal access
• research is openly 

licensed to allow reuse 

Same quality and standardsDifferent Business Model

• Editors in chief
• Editorial boards
• Peer review
• Indexing
• Impact Factors



Two routes to open access

Green Open Access

• Self-archiving of accepted author 
version publication in a repository 

• Embargo periods may apply

• An estimated 12% of all scholarly 
articles are available through some 

form of ‘Green’ OA

Gold Open Access

• Completely OA journals and OA

option within subscription journals                     

• OA content is available to everyone 
everywhere in exchange for an 
article processing charge (APC)

• Eliminates restrictive barriers 
(license restrictions)



• Open access to research is mandatory in 200+ institutions and by 90 
funders in 50 countries

• 3,375 repositories in 100+ countries

• Over 10,000 open access journals in the DOAJ

• Almost 1000 open access journals now have an Impact factor
• 10-15% of peer reviewed articles now published in fully open access form

* information correct as of October 2014

Open access today



The present perspective: OA has gone mainstream
2000 2014

And more…



• Launched first open access journal in 2000

• We now publish over 270 peer-reviewed open access journals

• Over 218,000 peer-reviewed open access articles published

• More than 10 million articles downloads per month

• Creative Commons 

• Costs covered by article-processing charge (APC)

• Became part of Springer in 2008 and helped to establish   

SpringerOpen in 2010.

BioMed Central – Pioneering Open Access Publishing



Springer‘s portfolio of peer-reviewed, fully open access journals
and books across all areas of science, technology, medicine, 

the humanities and social sciences

Visit springeropen.com or
follow @SpringerOpen on 

Ranging from specialized titles to SpringerPlus

More than 35 open access books 

20 journals have an Impact Factor

Over 190 open access journals

Launched in June 2010

http://www.springeropen.com/


Biology; 16

Chemistry; 10

Clinical; 18

Computer 
Science; 16

Earth Sciences; 
11

Economics; 17Engineering; 32

Environmental 
Sciences; 7

Humanities; 15

Materials 
Science; 12

Mathematics; 17

Physics; 10

SpringerOpen subject fields



Open access publishing at Springer

Hybrid open access

• Springer Open Choice

Gold RouteAuthor rights / Green route

• Self-archiving of 
author’s accepted 

version 

Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license for journal articles
Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC BY-NC) license 

for books



Submission Growth
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What do APCs pay for
• Editorial: handling of manuscripts
• Technical: development, maintenance and operation of online journal 

platforms and manuscript handling systems
• Production: Formatting and mark up of articles, inclusion in indexing 

services
• Marketing: Making sure readers and authors know about the journal
• Customer service: Responding to authors/readers
• Infrastructure: Facilities, overhead costs, accounting, HR etc.
Article Processing Charges paid from:

• Research grants
• Research funders
• Universities
• Societies
• Governmental agencies
• Charities
• Institutional Memberships



507 members in 54 countries







• More and more journals transfer to OA publication

• Wider dissemination and more international reach

• Increase in number and quality of submissions 

• Improvement of bibliometric performance / Impact Factor

• Increasing demand from authors within mandating institutions/funding bodies

• APCs can be lower than colour or page charges in subscription journals

What are journal editors and owners telling us?
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Case study: Acta Veterinaria Scandinavica

• Fifty year old journal        
• Transferred 2006
• Impact Factor has increased 

more than 3x due to open 
access effect

“As an effect of the much 
improved visibility of the journal’s 
content we have seen a significant 

rise in submissions, often from 
countries where researchers 
would not have considered 

publishing with us in the past.”

Mats Forsberg, Editor-in-Chief 
(2005 – 2012)



Authors, funders and institutions: visibility

Brukernavn
Presentasjonsnotater
Once the article is published in our journals the possibilities to increase it’s visibility are endless.  4 million page views a month  Nearly 2 million user sessions per month  Over 1 million registered users  Over 400,000 recipients to fortnightly BioMed Central newsletter  13,000 new registrants a month  Springer platform (16,000 customers, 13 million users)



Authors, funders and institutions: visibility

*20 November 2014



BioMed Central Impact Factors
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Impact Factors and Alternatives

Brukernavn
Presentasjonsnotater
The impact of academic research has long been measured using citations, often with the Journal Impact Factor being used to assess individual publications. However, the Impact Factor is a journal level metric and not so useful to assess individual articles impact so academic publishing is looking at new ways that are more meaningful on an article level.Altmetric.com is taking a new approach to assess individual articles impacts. It includes the mentions on twitter and social media sites, coverage in online reference managers, mainstream news sources and blogs to present an overview of the interest a published article is receiving online. The Altmetric score is the quantitative measure of the attention that a scholarly article has received. It is derived from 3 main factors:Volume: How many different people have mentioned the article. Only 1 mention per person counts.Sources: There are different categories of mention that have different weight. For example, a newspaper article contributes more than a blog post which contributes more than a tweet.Authors: We look at how often the author of each mention talks about scholarly articles, at whether or not there's any bias towards a particular journal or publisher and at who the audience is. For example, a doctor sharing a link with other doctors counts for far more than a journal account pushing the same link out automatically.



Impact Factors and Alternatives



Impact Factors and Alternatives



Heading towards the future – what else is going on?

Peer review experiments  

Open peer review – BMC Series titles

Journal Transfers – lowering the burden on peer reviewers

Separating interest from soundness  



Working with 3rd party initiatives – Cross-publisher transfers



BioMed Central is a Founder Member 
of the Open Access Scholarly Publishers 
Association (OASPA)

• Criteria for membership

• Code of Conduct

• Ethical standards

• Identifies the members as legitimate     
open access publishers

All BioMed Central journals are 
members of the Committee on 
Publication Ethics



Thank you! Any questions?

Megan Friedman
+44  20 3192 2062

megan.friedman@biomedcentral.com
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